1. Introduction. Consider a finite dimensional real vector space L, its dual space L* and a linear mapping F from L*to the linear space J( of all measurable functions modulo null functions on a probability measure space (S, y, p.). extends in a well known way to a measure v on the Borel sets of L, which is independent of the choice of basis yt,---,y" used in constructing it and depends only on the mapping F. Every probability Borel measure on L arises in this way from such a linear mapping F for if co is a probability Borel measure then the elements of L* are measurable functions on the probability space (L, co) and the identity map on L* fulfills the role of F, inducing as above a measure v which may easily be seen to coincide with a>. Clearly two such linear mappings This correspondence between linear mappings F and probability measures v on L breaks down in case L is not finite dimensional. If L is, say, an infinite dimensional locally convex topological linear space then it is still true that a reasonable probability measure on L gives rise to a linear mapping F from the dual space L* of continuous linear functionals on L, to random variables, namely the identity mapping on L*. However a given linear map from L* to random variables will not in general induce a measure on L due to the absence of local compactness of L.
By a random variable on a probability space (S, Sf, p.) we shall mean an element of the linear space of measurable functions modulo null functions on S.
Definition. A weak distribution on a topological linear space L is an equivalence class of linear maps F from L* to random variables on a probability space (S, £P, p) (depending on F) where two such maps F and F' are equivalent if for each finite set yu---,yk of vectors in L* F(yl),---,F(yk) have the same joint distribution in fc-space as £'(yi)> ■•■,F'(yk).
This definition is due to I. E. Segal [7] .
Thus a weak distribution on a finite dimensional space is equivalent to the notion of a measure on L while on an infinite dimensional space it is a more general object than a measure on L. Nevertheless much of the usual integration theory in Euclidean spaces can be carried out in a modified form with respect to a weak distribution on an infinite dimensional space. See for example [4;5;7;8;9] .
A tame function on L is a function of the form f(x) = <t>(yi(x),---,yk(x)) where yif ■■-,yk are in L* and (j) is a Baire function on Ek. If F is a representative of a weak distribution on L and f(x)= «/>(yi(x),---,^(x)) is a same function on L then /~ = «/»(FO^), ■■-,F(yk)) is a random variable and it is not hard to see that/~ depends only on the function / and on £ and not otherwise on the representation of/in terms of <j> and yi,---,yk. The mapping f-*f~ from the algebra of tame functions on L to random variables is a homomorphism. It is not hard to verify that notions such as the integrability of/~ the distribution of/~ and the convergence in Lp or in probability of sequences of such functions /~ depend only on the weak distribution and not on the particular representative £. Thus for a given weak distribution we may consider questions about tame functions involving the above notions of integration theory. We remark that if £ is the identity map on L* then/~ =/. It is natural and for some purposes necessary to determine what other functions g on L besides tame functions can be made to correspond to random variables g ~ in such a way that the map g -*g~ is an extension of that for tame functions and is linear and multiplicative while the above intrinsic integration notions such as the distribution, etc., of g~ depends only on g and the weak distribution and is independent of other arbitrary choices (such as representative of the weak distribution or of a basis of L).
It is the purpose of this paper to describe a class of continuous functions on L for which such a correspondence with random variables can be established. We shall be concerned only with the case where L is a real Hubert space and the weak distribution is the canonical normal distribution with variance parameter c, i.e., that weak distribution which is uniquely determined by the condition that F(y) is normally distributed with mean zero and variance c || y ||2. This weak distribution appears to be the best infinite dimensional analogue of Lebesgue measure in finite dimensional spaces. It is intimately related to the Wiener integral and has been found useful in studying certain operators and concepts that occur in quantum field theory. In two forthcoming papers we shall apply some of the results herein obtained to strengthen a theorem on non-[December linear transformations proved in [5] and to the study of harmonic analysis on a Hubert space.
2. Measurable pseudo-norms. Let H be a real Hubert space. If/is a tame function on H then as noted in the Introduction the expectation and other intrinsic integration notions applied to the corresponding random variable /d oes not depend on which representative of the given weak distribution is used to define/~. Consequently in discussing the convergence in probability or distribution of random variables corresponding to tame functions it is not necessary to specify the representative of the given weak distribution. In fact we shall often leave out the tilde over tame functions / in equations where it is clear that the corresponding random variable/~ is actually meant. It is clear that a function on H is a tame function if and only if there is a finite dimensional projection P on H such that f(x) =f(Px) for all x and such that / restricted to the finite dimensional space PH is a Baire function. / is then said to be based on PH. If/is based on PH then it is clearly also based on QH whenever Q ^ P and Q is a projection. If / is based on the finite dimensional subspace PH then we note that its expectation with respect to the canonical normal distribution with variance parameter c, which we restrict ourselves to exclusively, is given by
when the integral exists where n is the dimension of PH and dx is Lebesgue measure on PH. Finally we remark that a general existence and uniqueness theorem for weak distributions is given in [7] which ensures the existence and uniqueness of a weak distribution satisfying the defining relation for the normal distribution given above in the introduction. Definition. A pseudo-norm || x flt on a real Hubert space H is called a measurable pseudo-norm if for every £ > 0 there exists a finite dimensional proj ection P0 such that for the tame function || Px || t we have Prob ( || Px || î > e) < e whenever P is a finite dimensional projection orthogonal to P0 where Prob(/~ > e) refers to the distribution of the random variable/~.
We shall generally denote pseudo-norms with a subscript. Remarks.
(1) A pseudo-norm is always continuous on a finite dimensional space so that the function || Px || t is a tame function based on PH and the condition in the definition makes sense.
(2) By applying equation (1) to the function /(x) = %{|| Px ||) where x is the characteristic function of (e,oo) it may be seen by changing variables that Prob(e) (a\\Px\\ > e) = Prob0*2^ ( || Px \\ > e) where the superscript on Prob denotes the variance parameter. It follows easily that a pseudo-norm which is measurable with respect to the normal distribution with variance parameter c is also measurable for any other variance parameter.
(3) It is easy to see that a positive multiple of a measurable pseudo-norm is also a measurable pseudo-norm as is also a sum of two measurable pseudonorms. Theorem 1. // || x || t is a measurable pseudo-norm on H then the net || Px || t of tame functions converges in probability as P approaches the identity operator through the directed set 3? of finite dimensional projections on H. (¿F is directed by inclusion of the ranges.) If \x\l denotes the limit random variable then for every e > 0 Prob ( || x || ^ < e) > 0.
Proof.
We may choose an increasing sequence of projections P" in 3F such that Prob( | Px || x > 1/n) < 1/n whenever PIP, and P is in &. If m > n > k then Prob( HI Pmx ||, -¡P^l
Prob( I (Pm -P")x || ! > 1/n) = 1/n. Hence || P"x || t converges in probability. Denote the limit function by g. Then if P is in IF and P _ P" we have for k < n
Hence not only the sequence || P"x \\t but also the whole net ||Px \\i converges in probability to g. It remains to show that the essential lower bound of g is zero. Now for any finite dimensional projection P{xePH:\\ Px ¡|1<e/2} is a nonempty open convex set in the finite dimensional subspace PH and therefore Prob ( || Px || t < e/2) > 0. Let e > 0 be a continuity point of the distribution function of g and choose n so large that 1/n < e/2 and we may also assume n > 2. Let fc > n. Since || (Pk -P")x || ! and || Pnx || t are based on orthogonal subspaces they determine independent random variables. Hence Prob ( || Pkx || ! < e) = Prob ( || (Pk -Pn)x || t + || P"x || t < e) = Prob ( || (Pk -Pn)x ||, < s/2, || Pnx || ! < e/2) = Prob ( || (Pt -Pn)x || ! < 6/2) Prob ( | Pnx || ! < e/2) èl/2Prob(||P"x||1<6/2).
Since Prob(0 < e) = lim^^oe Prob ( || Ptx ||x < e) the theorem follows.
Notation. We denote by Hm the topology on H determined by the measurable pseudo-norms. By virtue of Remark (3) the basic open neighborhoods of zero are the unit spheres of measurable pseudo-norms. Definition. A function / on H is called uniformly continuous near zero in Hm (u.c.n. 0 in Hm) if there exists a sequence || x ||" of measurable pseudo-norms such that || x \\~ converges to zero in probability while / is uniformly continuous in the topology Hm on the unit sphere of || x ||" for each n.
Remark. If H is finite dimensional then the preceding definition is equivalent to ordinary continuity since the Euclidean norm is measurable (so that Hm is the ordinary topology) and a continuous function is uniformly continuous on compact sets.
Theorem 2. /// is a complex valued function which is u.c.n. 0 in Hm then the net f(Px) of tame functions converges in probability as P approaches the identity through the directed set S? of finite dimensional projections.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 of [5] . Given e > 0 there exists a measurable pseudo-norm ¡x||i such that Prob(||x||"¡ > 1/2) < e/3 and such that / is uniformly continuous in the topology Hm on the set S = {x : I x || ! ^ 1}. There exists a measurable pseudo-norm ||x||2 such that |/(x) -f{y)\ < £ whenever x and y are in S and || x -j>|2<l.
Let P0 be such a large finite dimensional projection that if P is in &" and P^?0 then Prob ( || Px || t > 1) < fi/3 while at the same time Q L P0 implies Prob ( I gx || 2 > 1/2) < £/6 for Q in J^. Now suppose that P and Q are in J5" and P^P0 and Q^P0. Since || (P -Q)x ||2 g || (P -P0)x ||2 + || (Q -P0)x \\2 we have {x : || (P -Q)x \\a 1} ^ {x : || (P -P0)* ||2 ^ 1/2} n{x:||(Ö-P0)xMl/2} andProb(||(P-e)x||2^l)èl-£/3.
But |/(Px)-/(ßx)|<£ whenever ||Px||igl, || Qx || ! ^ 1 and || (P -Q)x || 2 ^ 1. Since each of these three conditions holds with probability at least 1 -e/3 they hold simultaneously with probability at least 1 -e. Hence Prob(|/(Px)-/(Qx)| S: e) ^ £ whenever P and Q bound P0. Now let £ = i/n and denote by P" the projection P0 obtained above for a general £. The P" may with no loss of generality be assumed increasing. Then /(P"x) converges in probability to a function /~ and as in the proof of Theorem 1 it may be seen that the whole net {/oP} converges in probability to/~.
In the following section we shall give some examples of measurable pseudonorms which may be simply defined in an abstract Hubert space. In order to investigate more deeply the relation between the normal distribution and the Wiener integral it is useful to establish the measurability of certain pseudo-norms on L2(0,1) (see §5). To this end it is convenient to prove first some convergence theorems for measurable pseudo-norms. This we shall do in §4.
3. A class of measurable pseudo-norms. Under suitable restrictions on a homogeneous positive polynomial p(tu ■■■, tk) of degree 2n in k real variables its 2nth root defines a pseudo-norm on Ek. In this section we describe these polynomials and their analogues on a real Hubert space and obtain from among them some measurable pseudo-norms.
It is convenient to use the terminology of tensors instead of polynomials. Let H be a real Hubert space. We shall denote by H(a) the Hubert space of symmetric n-tensors over H and by Ps the projection operator on the space of all n-tensors over H whose range is H(n). If xu...,x"
are in H then we put Ps ( Proof.
The symmetric 2n-tensor corresponding as in Remark (2) to the operator Av = £ a;x"(t;,x}) is £ <*jXj*. Thus by Remark (2) it suffices to show that the vectors x2n span H(2n). One may prove easily by induction that the The formula in the following corollary is due to Seidman and Friedrichs [3] . Ofor all x, y in H.
Proof.
If || x \\A = {Axn,xn)il2n is a pseudo-norm then || x + ty \A is a convex function of t for all x and v hence so is || x + ty \\A". The second derivative of (A(x + ty)", (x + ty)") with respect to t at t = 0 is therefore non-negative i.e. 2n(2n -l)(Ax"~1y,x''-1y) ^ 0. Conversely if (^x"-1^^"1^) è 0 for all x,y then it follows easily that the second derivative of (A(x + ty)", (x + ty)n) is nonnegative for all t, that this is therefore a convex function of t, that the set of x for which (Ax", x") ^ 1 is a convex set and that the positive homogeneous function (j4xn,xn)1/2n (which is defined because (Axn,xn) ^ 0 for all x) has a convex unit sphere and is therefore a pseudo-norm.
Proof of theorem. For each finite dimensional projection g on H we denote by Q(n) the projection Q® Q ® •■• ® Q on H("\ As Q approaches the identity through the directed set J5" of finite dimensional projections on H, Q(n) converges strongly to the identity on H(n). If A is a trace class operator on /f(n)then ô(n) AQM converges to A in trace class norm by Corollary 3.2. Thus if A satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem and if £ > 0 then there exists a finite dimensional projection P0 on H such that || A -P(0n)AP(0n)\\1 < E2n+1. Let P be a finite dimensional projection orthogonal to P0 then PWP™ = 0 and || p^AP(n) \\1 = || P"(A -P(0n) AP(0n)) P(n) ||t < £2"+1.
By Lemma 3.3 \\x\\A = {Axn,xnfl2n is a pseudo-norm. Now P(n) AP(n) is a completely symmetric operator on H(n) and for the purpose of evaluating E\{PwAPwxn,x'r)'\ we may regard p™APw as an operator on (PH)(n) and apply [December (2) If A is a non-negative trace class operator on H then \\x\\A = (Ax,x)x/2 is the typical measurable pseudo-norm used in [5] .
4. General properties of measurable pseudo-norms. In order to establish that a given pseudo-norm is measurable it is convenient to have some convergence theorems for measurable pseudo-norms. The following theorem and its corollaries will suffice us for the examples of the next section. A limit indicated by P -» I means the limit asP-»I through the directed set !F. Proof. Take K = QH, F = PH, B = {x e QH : \\ Qx \\ t g, a}. Then the preceding lemma yields Prob ( || Qx ||, ^ a) = p(B) ¿.p'(F n £) = Prob ( || Px || j g a).
Proof of theorem. It is clear that || x ||0 is a pseudo-norm. It suffices to prove that if e > 0 is a continuity point of the distribution function of h and also of the distribution functions of all the hn and if ö is given with 0 < <5 < 1 then there exists a finite dimensional projection P0 such that Prob (||Px ||0>e)^5 whenever Pis in ^andPlPo.
Let n = 5/(3 -S) and let a = Prob(/i ^ e). Now Prob(/im ;£ £) converges to Prob (ft ^ e) = a as m -» oo and also Prob( || Qx ||m ^ e) converges to Prob(ftm ^ e) as Q approaches / through !F for each m. Hence there exists an JV and for each m ^ JV a finite dimensional projection Qm such that | Prob( | Qx ||m ^ e) -a | ^ i/a for m ^ JV and Q ^ Qm. Let X(i) be the characteristic function of (-oo,e]. It is not hard to show that X(\\ Qx \\N) converges to X(hN) in L2 as Q -» I through !F. Hence there exists P0 in !F which we may and shall take ^ QN such that \\X(\\Qx\\N)-X(hN)\\2L2^r,a/2 for all Q ^ P0 (Qe^). Now let P be in J*" and let P1P0. Let g be in J5" and suppose 6 ^ F0 + P (1 -n)a = (1 + n)a Prob( || Px ||m ^e) + na.
Upon cancelling a and collecting terms we obtain Prob( || Px |m ^ e) ^ (1 -2n)/(l + if) = 1 -Ô for P-LPq and m}zN. In the finite dimensional space PH the pseudo-norm ||x||o has a continuous distribution function with respect to Gauss measure in PH. Since || Px \\m converges to || Px ||0 everywhere in PH it converges in probability and consequently Prob(| Px ||0 = e) = limm_00 Pr ( || Px ||m ^ e) ^ 1 -<5 whenever P 1 P0. This proves that | x ||0 is a measurable pseudo-norm. Corollary 4.4. Let || x ||" be a nondecreasing sequence of measurable pseudonorms. Suppose that h = lim in prob.,,.,«, || x ||~ exists and has the property that Prob(n g e) > 0 for all e > 0. Then || x ||0 = lim,,.,^ || x ||" is a measurable pseudo-norm.
Proof. The corollary will follow immediately from the theorem as soon as we show that lim,,..,*, | x ||" exists for each x in H. If x0 is such that limn^oe || x0 ||" = oo then also || jc ||" diverges to infinity on the one dimensional subspace spanned by x0 except at x = 0. Hence if P is the one dimensional projection onto the span of x0 then for any real number a we have Prob( || Px ||" ;_ à) -» 0 as n -* oo. If Q is a finite dimensional projection dominating P then by Corollary 4.3 we have Prob( || Ox || " ^ a) = Prob( || Px || = a) and letting Q -> I we have Prob(||x||;=a)=Prob(||Px||n^a) whenever a is a continuity point of the distribution function of ||x||~. Thus if a is a continuity point of the distribution function of all the random variables ||x||~ then Prob(||x||~ = a)-»O as n -> oo which contradicts the assumption that the sequence ||x||~ converges in probability. Corollary 4.5. Let \\ x ||0 be a pseudo-norm on H. Then || x ||0 is a measurable pseudo-norm if and only if h = lim in probp^j ¡Px|| o exists and has the property that Prob(n = e) > Ofor every e > 0.
Half of the corollary is the assertion of Theorem 1. The other half follows from Theorem 4 upon considering the sequence ||x|" = |x||0 which clearly satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Let T be a convex centrally symmetric set in £". // B is a symmetric linear transformation on E" such that || Bx || ^ || x || for all x then m(BT r\Sr) _ m(T C\Sr)for all r > 0 where Sr is the sphere of radius r centered at the origin and m denotes Lebesgue measure.
If the lemma holds for Bt and B2 and all centrally symmetric convex 
Proof of theorem.
We shall first establish the following inequality for any finite dimensional projection P and e > 0. (2) Prob(||Pi4x||, > |il|8)áProb(|Px||1 >e).
By dividing A by || A\\ we may assume || A || = 1. Let K be the orthogonal complement of the null space of PA. || PAx ||i is a tame function based on K. Let R = {xeK : \\ PAx ||t S e} and let T = {xePH : \\ x ^ ^ e}. If p and p' denote Gauss measure in PH and K respectively then (2) is equivalent to p'(R) ^ p(T). Now let £ be the range of PA. Then PA regarded as a transformation from K to £ is nonsingular and we may write its polar composition PA = CV where V is an orthogonal transformation from K onto £ and C is a strictly positive transformation on £ with || C || g 1. Now PA(R) is the intersection of T with £. Hence if p" denotes Gauss measure in f then by Lemmas 4.2 and 5.2 p(T) ^ p"{T n f ) = p"(CV(R)) ^ /i"(C_1CF(R)) = p"(V(R)) = p'{R) since C~l satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2. This establishes (2) . To show that || x || 2 is measurable let P0 be a finite dimensional projection such that Prob ( || Px || j > e) < £ whenever P1P0 and P is in &. Let Q0 be the (finite dimensional) projection onto the orthocomplement of the null space of P0A. If ß is in !F and ß is orthogonal to ß0 then the projection P onto the range of AQ is orthogonal to P0. Furthermore FAQ = /iß. Thus in virtue of Corollary 4.3 and inequality (2) we have Prob ( || ßx ||2 > || A ||e) = Prob ( || PAQx || y > \\ A \\ e) = Prob( || PAx \\y > || A || e) g Prob( || Px \\y > e) < e. Hence || x ||2 is measurable. Now let P'" be an increasing sequence of projections in ^ chosen as in the proof of Theorem 1 so that || P'"x \\ y converges to || x || y in probability and let Qn be chosen similarly for || x ||2. Let P'/, be the projection onto the range of AQn and let P" = P'"v P¡¡. Then || P"x \\y also converges to || x \\y in probability. Furthermore as P" AQ" = AQn we have Prob(||ß"x||2>||/l||£) = Prob( I P"AQ"x ||i > 1A J a) £ Prob( || P"Ax\\ i > IMI<0 g Prob(||P1Ix||1 >e by a repeated application of Corollary 4.3 and inequality (2). Passing to the limit on n we get the second assertion of the theorem for those 6 which are continuity points of the distribution functions of || x \\y and ||/l||-1||x||2 and hence
for all e.
Finally to show that the limit in probability of the net || PAx || y exists and equals the limit ft of the net || AQx \\ y, P and ß in ^ we observe that where in the last step we have made use of the fact already proven that ||(i -P)x|| y is a measurable pseudo-norm and || AQ || = || A ||, Now any measurable pseudonorm || x ||3 has the following property: if £ > 0 and ô > 0 and P0 is in J^ and is such that Prob( \\Rx ||3 > Ô) ^ £ whenever R is in ÍF and R ±P0 then for any P in J5" with P ^ P0 we have Prob(||(/-P)x||3 >2Ó)^£.
This follows easily from the relations I (/ -P)x ¡a = lim in probQe^|| (7 -P)Qx \\3 = lim in probQ6jr|| (Q -P)x ||3 since Q ïï P implies Q -P1P0. Therefore there exists P0 in ¡F such that Prob(||(/-P)x||í> e/||A||)<e whenever P^P0. Thus for P^P0 and P in J5" we have Prob(| || PAx Id -n | > 3e) = £ + Prob( || PA(I -Q)x ¡1>e) +Prob(||Aßx||1-A|>e).
Again since || PAx || i is a measurable pseudo-norm the second term on the right of the last inequality goes to zero as Q -> J through IF while the third does also by the definition of n. This concludes the proof of the theorem. Proof. We note first that if | x || t is any measurable pseudo-norm then the function g (x) = || x -x0 || t is uniformly continuous in Hm and that the associated measurable function g ~ has essential lower bound zero. The latter fact may be proved just as in Theorem 1 by enlarging the projections Py that occur there so as to include x0 in their ranges and writing || (Pkx) -x01| x ^ || (P"x) -x0 || 1 + || (Pk -P")x || ! and proceeding as therein described. Now suppose that/(x0) ^ 0. We may assume/(x0) = 3a > 0. Since/is u.c.n. 0 in Hm there exists a sequence of measurable pseudo-norms converging to zero in probability on the unit ball of each of which / is uniformly continuous in Hm. By Corollary 5.4 one of these pseudo-norms which we shall denote by || x ||2 has the property that || x0 ||2 ^ 1/2. Since/is uniformly continuous on S = {x : | x ||2 = 1} in the topology Hm there exists another measurable pseudo-norm |x||3 such that |/(x) -f(y) \ < a whenever || x -y ||3 < 1 and x and y are in S. Let II x Hi = IIx II2 + II x \U-Tnen II x Hi ^S a measurable pseudo-norm. If || x -x0 \\y < 1/2 then |x||3<l and ||x -x0|2<l and hence \f(x) -f(x0)\ < a. Put g(x) = || x -x0 I y. Thus f(x) > 2a whenever g(x) < 1/2. Hence for any P in & Prob(/o P > 2a) ^ Prob(g o P < 1/2). Since g~ has essential lower bound zero and g o P -> g ~ in probability the right side of the last inequality is bounded away from zero as P -> / hence so is the left side. It follows that Prob(/~ > a)> 0.
Examples. (1)
The function || x | is not a measurable pseudo-norm on H for the distribution of the tame function || Px || depends only on the rank of the finite dimensional projection P.
(2) Mere continuity of a function does not ensure that it will define a measurable function by the prescription given in this paper. In fact the function f(x) = exp (i || x ||2) is uniformly continuous on bounded sets whereas the net f(Px), P in 3F, does not converge in probability for if P ^ ß then |/(Px) -f(Qx) \ = | exp(i || (P -ß)x ||2) -11. Thus in order for f(Px) to converge in probabilty it is necessary that for any given £ > 0 there exist a projection P0 in & such that Prob ( | exp(i | (P -ß)x ||2) -11 > e) < e whenever P^Q^P0-However since the distribution of || (P -ß)x ||2 depends only on the rank of the projection P -Q and not otherwise on P or ß we need only find an £ for which the last inequality fails when rank P-Q = \ in order to conclude that/(Px) does not converge in probability. The existence of such an £ is clear.
(3) Functions of ||x || behave badly with respect to the normal distribution since || x || itself in no reasonable manner defines a measurable function on H (with respect to the normal distribution). This has been pointed out by Segal [9] and follows from the fact that || x ||2 = Z/x,-, x)2 where {x^} is an O.N. basis. Any measurable function corresponding to ||x||2 would be the sum of an infinite series of independent identically distributed random variables. By Kolmogoroff's three-series theorem such a series diverges with probability one. Now consider the function f(x) = exp(-|| x ||2). In this case the net/(Px) converges in probability but the limit is zero even though / is not zero. In fact it is easy to show that it converges to zero in Lt for a simple computation yields E(f(Px)) = 1/(1 + 2c)n/2 where n = rank P. Thus as P -> /, E(f(Px)) -* 0. By Corollary 5.5 this cannot happen for a nonzero function which is u.c.n. 0 in Hm.
(4) We shall elaborate here on the relation between certain measurable functions on Wiener space and functions on the space H = real L2 (0,1). We denote by <é¡ the Wiener measure space consisting of the continuous functions on [0,1] which vanish at zero. A representative of the normal distribution on H with variance parameter c = 1 is given by the stochastic integral n(/)(x) = fof(t)dx(t). Here / is in H, x is in ^ and n(f) is a random variable on <€ defined for almost all x in (ê. If G is a function on H which is u.c.n. 0 in Hm then by Theorem 2 it defines a random variable G ~ = F on <£. What functions £ are obtainable in this way? We shall show that (among others) any function £ which is continuous in the sup norm on *€ or in the Lip a norm, 0 < a < 1/2, is equal to G~ where G is the function defined by G(f) = f( J0 ( ^(sjds) . G is u.c.n. 0 in Hm. In proving this we shall also construct some more examples of measurable pseudo-norms.
Let #' be the subset of <6 consisting of those absolutely continuous functions x whose derivative x' is in L2(0,1). Denote by t¡, j = 0,1, ■■■,2m the binary rational, tj =j2~m. Consider a function £ on <& of the form Other measurable norms which we shall need are as follows. Let 0 < a < 1/2.
Let £<,"> (x) = sup {| i; -iy P |*(ii)-*(',) I > i#/U = 0,l,-,2m}. The same procedure as in the preceding paragraph may be applied to conclude that the norm |/|(o,) = Lip a norm of x(í) = J"¿ f(s)ds is a measurable norm on H. Let £ be a function on ^ which is continuous with respect to the uniform topology on <€. Let G(/) = £( J*0' )f(s)ds). We shall show that G is u.c.n. 0 in Hm and that G~ = £. We put |x ||0 = sup0gtS1 |x(i)| and || jc ||" = suPntsli-sj-01 |x(i)-x(s)| for x in ^ and x in #nLip a respectively. We recall that for any fixed a with 0 <a < 1/2 almost all x in ^ are in Lip a and at the same time Sk = {xe ^ : || x ||a ^ k} is compact with respect to || x ||0. Hence £ is uniformly continuous on Sk with respect to the uniform topology. In particular £ is uniformly continuous on Sk n <€' with respect to the uniform topology. In other words we have shown that on the unit ball in H of the measurable norm fc_1|/||(a) G is uniformly continuous with respect to the norm ||/||o-Since fc_11 x || " converges to zero a.e. on ^ (hence in probability) as fc -» oo it follows that G is u.c.n. 0 in the topology Hm. In order to prove that G ~ = £ we may apply (and also in Lip a for x e Lip a) it follows that Fm -* F on 'S hence in probability.
Thus G ~ =£.
A similar proof shows that if £ is defined on 'S n Lip ß and is continuous in Lip ß norm where 0 < ß < 1/2 then the function G(f) = F( jo)f(s)ds) is u.c.n. 0 in Hm and that G~ = F. One uses the fact that for ß < a < 1/2 the unit balls of fc-11| x ¡a are compact with respect to || x \\ß.
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